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Symmetry-induced perfect transmission of light waves in quasiperiodic
dielectric multilayers
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Resonant transmission of light has been observed in symmetric Fibonacci TiO2 /SiO2 multilayers,
which is characterized by many perfect transmission peaks. The perfect transmission dramatically
decreases when the mirror symmetry in the multilayer structure is deliberately disrupted. Actually,
the feature of perfect transmission peaks can be considered as general evidence for dielectric
multilayers with symmetric internal structure. It opens a unique way to control light
propagation. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1468895#
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Motivated by the pioneering work of Yablonovitch1 and
John,2 much attention has been paid to photonic crysta
which forbid the propagation of photons with a certain ran
of energies known as the photonic band gaps~PBGs!.3

Nowadays, great effort is being put in the manipulation
photonic energy bands~PBG! in crystals in order to make
photons become a real alternative to electrons as informa
carriers.4 One of the fundamental points in controlling th
propagation of a lightwave is how to select photons of c
tain frequencies and to obtain a high transmittivity at tho
desired frequencies. Thereafter, the studies on PBG h
been extended to include quasiperiodic photonic structu
Compared to the periodic structures, more structural par
eters can be tuned in the quasiperiodic designs, thus ope
a way to a wide range of technological applications in s
eral different fields.5

The Fibonacci sequence is one of the well-known
amples of one-dimensional~1D! quasiperiodic structures
The first Fibonacci superlattice was produced by Mer
et al.6 in 1985. Since then, a considerable interest has b
focused on the exotic wave phenomena of Fibona
systems.7–9 In 1987, Kohmoto, Sutherland, and Iguchi pr
posed the photonic Fibonacci multilayers.10 Later, interesting
issues related to optical propagation in various quasiperio
structures have been investigated.11–14 Most of the studies
concentrated on photonic localization, and the intensity
the transmission peak was not well studied in previous
search. However, these items are important for applicat
in optical communication. It is noteworthy that the transp
of electrons in a 1D random-dimer model exhibits
localization–delocalization transition.15 Physically, the ex-
tended electronic states in this system are due to the sym
try of its internal structure.16 In this letter, we report an op
tical property of Fibonacci TiO2 /SiO2 multilayers with
internal symmetry.

The symmetric Fibonacci sequence can be generate
the following way. Thej th generation of the sequence can

a!Electronic mail: massimo.mazzer@ime.le.cnr.it
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expressed asSj5$Gj ,H j%, whereGj and H j are Fibonacci
sequences.Gj andH j obey the recursion relations

Gj5Gj 21Gj 22 , H j5H j 22H j 21 ,

with G05H05B andG15H15A. Therefore,

Sj5Gj 21Gj 22H j 22H j 21 . ~1!

The system presented here is a symmetric Fibona
multilayer ~SFM! obtained with two different materialsA
andB, with refractive index$ni% and thickness$di%, respec-
tively, (i 5A,B). The SFM with generationSj has 2F j di-
electric layers, and the Fibonacci numberF j5F j 211F j 22

~for j .2! with F050 andF151. Now we consider the op
tical propagation through the SFM. In the case of norm
incidence and polarization parallel to the multilayer surfac
the transmission through the interfaceA←B is given by the
transfer matrix

TAB5TBA
215F1 0

0 r G , ~2!

wherer 5nB /nA . The light propagation within a layerA ~or
B! is described by a matrixTA(B) :

TA(B)5FcosdA(B) 2sindA(B)

sindA(B) cosdA(B)
G , ~3!

where the phasedA(B) is given byd i5knidi ~i 5A or B!, and
k is the vacuum wave vector. Then, the whole multilayer
represented by a product matrixM j relating the incoming
and reflected waves to the transmitted wave. The total tra
mission matrix ofSj has the form

M j5Fm11~ j ! m12~ j !

m21~ j ! m22~ j !
G . ~4!

Considering the symmetry in the structure@shown in Eq.~1!#
and using the unitary condition detuMju51, the transmission
coefficient of the SFM can be written as

T@Sj #5
4

uM j u212
5

4

@m12~ j !1m21~ j !#214
, ~5!
3 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Measured and calculate
transmission coefficientT vs wave
number l21 for symmetrical Fi-
bonacci TiO2 /SiO2 multilayers
~SFMs! with the different generations
Sj . SFM S5 with 16 layers:~a! mea-
sured and~b! calculated; SFMS6 with
26 layers:~c! measured and~d! calcu-
lated; SFMS8 with 68 layers:~e! mea-
sured and~f! calculated, respectively.
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whereuM j u2 denotes the sum of the squares of the four e
ments ofM j . Then, if the conditionm12( j )1m21( j )50, is
satisfied, perfect transmission peaks are indeed obtaine
should be pointed out that Eq.~5! is generally applicable to
any kinds of optical multilayers with a mirror symmetry.

It is well known that the transfer matrix of a Fibonac
sequence has a six-cycle property arounddA5dB5d5(m
11/2)p, wherem is an integer.10 For a symmetric Fibonacc
sequence, the equation for the transmission matrixM j can
also be considered as a dynamical map from the poin
view of a renormalization group.17 Around dA5dB5d5(m
11/2)p, we haveM j5(2I )F j ( j 50,1,2,. . . ), where I is
the unit matrix andF j is the Fibonacci number. Namely
there is a three-cycle property atd5(m11/2)p. And the
perfect transmission is expected since the transmission
trix is I or 2I . This property implies that the transmissio
coefficient of the SFM has a type of self-similarity, i.e
T(Sj )5T(Sj 13).

In the experiments, we chose titanium dioxide and s
con dioxide as dielectric materialsA and B, respectively.
Around the wavelength of 700 nm, their refractive indic
are nA52.30 and nB51.46, respectively. The multilaye
films were fabricated by electron-gun evaporation on a g
substrate. Before the evaporation, the pressure of the ch
ber was lower than 231025 Torr. The films were formed
under an oxygen atmosphere: the pressure is 231024 Torr
for TiO2 deposition, and 0.831024 Torr for SiO2 . The film
thickness was controlled by quartz-crystal monitoring a
frequency of 5 MHz, and also the quarter-wave and h
wave optical thicknesses were optically monitored at 7
nm. For the sake of simplification, the thicknesses of t
materials in our films were chosen to satisfy the condit
nAdA5nBdB , which gives the same phase shift in the tw
materials, i.e.,dA5dB5d. Finally, the central wavelength
was set to 700 nm or so, which givesdA5(700 nm)/4nA

>76.1 nm, anddB5(700 nm)/4nB>120.0 nm.
The optical transmission of these SFM films has be

investigated. The transmission spectra were measured b
ing a U-3410 spectrophotometer in the range of wavelen
from 185 to 2600 nm. Figure 1 shows the experimenta
measured and the theoretically calculated transmission c
ficients as a function of wave number for SFM films wi
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generationsS5 , S6 , andS8 , respectively. It is evident that in
the case of a small number of layers, regions of minim
transmission appears, which may eventually give rise to t
reflection as the number of layers increases. In general
increasing the number of layers, the quasiperiodicity
comes stronger, and more and more transmission zones
out gradually and some of them eventually approach z
transmission. In this way, a 1D photonic band gap is fina
obtained, as happens in the cases of other quasiperi
structures. Figure 1 indicates that the measured transmis
peaks are in good agreement with the numerical calculatio

On the other hand, it is important to compare the opti
behavior of the SFM with those of Fibonacci SiO2 /TiO2

multilayers~without symmetry!.12 ~Note that in these multi-
layers, the optical transmission does not change if the die
tric materialsA andB are exchanged.! Unlike the poor trans-
mission of the optical wave usually observed in ordina
Fibonacci multilayers,12 in the SFMs perfect transmissio
peaks have been obtained experimentally~as shown in Fig.
1!. More resonant modes with perfect transmission occu

FIG. 2. Measured transmission coefficientT as a function of wave numbe
l21 aroundl2151.433104 cm21, i.e., d50.5p for SFMs:~a! S8 with 68
layers; and~b! S5 with 16 layers, respectively.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the gaps of a 1D photonic quasicrystal. The reason is tha
mirror symmetry in the system may create special structu
in some transfer matrix elements which make it easier
satisfy the condition of perfect transmission.

It is also enlightening to illustrate the scaling propert
of the transmission spectra of SFMs. Figures 2~a! and 2~b!
show the measured transmission coefficients aroundd
5p/2 of the SFM with the generationsS8 and S5 , respec-
tively. According to Fig. 2, it is easy to obtain the scalin
factor f 5(16.566212.611)/(14.466213.809)>6.02, which
is close to the analytical predictionf 55.11. The discrepancy
arises from the fact that the number of layers in t
multilayer film is limited while the theoretical result corre
sponds to infinite structures.

In order to confirm that the perfect transmission of lig
through the multilayers is induced by the symmetry of t
internal structure, we deliberately disrupted the symmetry
the studied systems and checked the change of the trans
sion spectra. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! give the measured and th
calculated transmission spectra of the resulting TiO2 /SiO2

multilayers with generationS5 , respectively, where the nint
and tenth layers are interchanged. By comparing these re
with the spectrum in Fig. 1~a!, it appears that the previou
perfect transmission peaks have clearly shrunk. And if
14th and 15th layers are interchanged in generationS6 , the
optical behavior@shown in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!# also changes
dramatically with the loss of the perfect transmission pe
in Fig. 1~c!. Therefore, the phenomenon of perfect transm
sion in dielectric multilayers is indeed related to the symm
try of their internal structure.

In summary, we have investigated the optical proper
of quasiperiodic SFMs of TiO2 /SiO2 . For normal-incidence
light, many perfect transmission peaks have been obser
and if the symmetry is disrupted, these peaks clearly shr

FIG. 3. Measured and calculated transmission coefficientT as a function of
wave numberl21 for disrupted symmetric Fibonacci TiO2 /SiO2 mutilay-
ers. In the structureS5 the nineth layer and tenth layers are interchanged:~a!
measured and~b! calculated; in the structureS6 the 14th and 15th layers ar
interchanged:~c! measured and~d! calculated, respectively.
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It has been demonstrated that the mirror symmetry plays
important role in obtaining the perfect transmission featu
in SFMs. This phenomenon can be regarded as a gen
feature of multilayer films possessing an internal symme
Due to the transmittivity of resonant optical modes and to
rich structure of transmission spectra, the SFM films are s
able for a wide range of potential applications where
control of the propagation of light waves is a crucial requi
ment. We expect that this work will also contribute to th
multiwavelength narrow-band optical filters, the waveleng
division multiplexing system, and photonic integrated c
cuits, where high-transmission and high-resolution mono
quency outputs are particularly desired.
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